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-THE-

NEW WEDDING



We think it's a good title for this book. The new wedding. It means for us  
a kind of start of a new era. We were looking for a term that would cover  

the charge of this book, something which made you realize that a wedding could  
be different – and we’re not just talking about how it looks. A wedding is primarily 

an adventure for you both. This sounds super cliché, but that’s okay, because 
 you’re starting this together. You want to celebrate something, something 

 special just for you, and you will try to find a way to do that. 

The hitch is that you probably didn’t knew much about the wonderful world of  weddings before 
 you said yes to the marriage proposal. Fashion, interior, design, music, museums – you grow up with 

these and get to know these things. But weddings? You do not come across these, until you need them. 
You buy a thick magazine that consists of  80% images from wedding dresses or you visit a wedding 

event. You see doves, hearts, the limos, and think: is this it? 

The new wedding means a kind of  philosophy for us. A definition comes with a philosophy,  
and before we get lost in a science where we know nothing about (because, creative, you know),  

we simply say what it means to us. 

The new wedding means to us that you can let go. Traditions are nice, until they are expected  
from you, right? Picking you up at the front door? It may if  you find it a nice gesture, but it is certainly 
not a must. Inviting all your colleagues? Only if  this makes you super happy. An assigned official from 

City Hall for your ceremony? It is not mandatory, even if  it seems like it sometimes.

It's nice to learn more about weddings, the opportunities, trends and styles. And it's fun to found  
out what you actually want. Therefore, we have a weddingprofile designed to get things rolling.  

A few questions and a framework which, we hope,will ensure that your ideas come up and which 
 finally give a clear picture of  what is important for you during your wedding. First setting priorities, 

than the implementation. 

We want a wedding that corresponds to you 100%. A wedding where guests could only say:  
this is you. Weddings where emotion and pleasure alternate, where there is room for both, and  

where people feel at home. A wedding takes generally a considerable sum of  money – so please make it 
a day that will be forever etched in your memory.

-THE-

NEW WEDDING

T H E  N E W 
W E D D I N G 

= 
Thinking of  a wedding together  
based on your own preferences,  

wishes and characters.  
Regardless of  rules, expectations,  

traditions and people’s preferences, 
resulting in a wedding which is not 

only beautiful on the outside,  
but also insanely beautiful 

 from the inside. 
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FOCUS ON THE 
CEREMONY 
//
If you would ask us, the ceremony is the core  
of a wedding. A wedding without the ‘yes I do’ is 
just a party where at least one person is extremely 
overdressed. That’s why it’s important that the 
ceremony gets much of attention! Until recently, 
there were only view other options than getting 
married at City Hall, and maybe that’s what you 
thought until five seconds ago. If so, a world will 
open for you. This chapter is long, but we hope 
you’ll devours it from beginning to end.  

If  you would ask us, the ceremony is 
the core of  a wedding. A wedding 
without the ‘yes I do’ is just a party 
where at least one person is extremely 
overdressed. That’s why it’s impor-
tant that the ceremony gets much of  
attention! Until recently, there were 
only view other options than getting 
married at City Hall, and maybe 
that’s what you thought until five 
seconds ago. If  so, a world will open 
for you. This chapter is long, but we 
hope you’ll devours it from beginning 
to end.  

THE DEEPER LAYER 
Getting married is about two people 
who make some promises which they 
speak out during a ceremony. It is the 
moment when you become husband 
and wife. You replied ‘yes’ to the 
marriage proposal of  your fiancé(e), 
and there will be a ‘yes’ on the 
wedding day. It may be that the 
ceremony is not on top of  your list 
with priorities. Perhaps you think that 
a ceremony is boring, or don’t you 
feel comfortable with speaking your 
feeling out loud for that many people. 
But we believe the ceremony should 
be the moment where everyone is 
waiting for. It should be the best, 
sweetest moment of  the day. 
Whatever you imagine with a 
ceremony, we will try to give you all 
the trips and inspiration we have, so 
that you can decorate it exactly  
the way you like. We want an 
unforgettable ceremony! First up:  
the available options. 

WHAT HAS CHANGED 
It is not that long ago the authorities 
finally gave permission to marry 
outside the town hall. Luckily, 
because we assume that ceremonies 
at the city hall are the reason why 
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people don’t see this at the most 
beautiful part of  the day. There were 
even quite boring stories told about the 
history of  the hall where you got 
married, or poems read from poetry 
that should been banned. Getting 
married ad City Hall is actually little 
personal, because it is not custom to let 
the couple speak their own vows and 
officials stop to much bureaucracy in it.  

Luckily, it is not required nowadays to 
get married at Town Hall, you can 
choose from assigned spots to 
solemnize the ceremony. The location 
must be approved by the borough and 
is called an official wedding location 
after that. There are freelance 
officials from which you can choose 
and are not (necessary) connected to 
the borough, but it is also possible to 
get an official on behalf  of  the 
commune. A roof  above you is a 
condition which the commune often 
states when the ceremony is outside. 
Deliciously bureaucratic and the 
reason why there are so many bowers 
outside. The bowers from locations 
are often immovable and very dark 
when you stand under it, which is not 
ideal for the photographer. We’ll get 
further on this topic later on. 

Boroughs offer (for now) the possibi-
lity to have your ceremony for free, or 
at least very cheap, at weekday 
mornings at the Town Hall. This 
means literally getting married at a 
desk in some cases, but it’s usually a 
short ceremony in a separate room 
with a few guests. This does not 
sound very romantic, but you can use 
this option to your advantage. Get 
married for the law at low costs at the 
Town Hall with only witnesses and 
your parents, and create a own 
ceremony at your wedding with no 

boundaries. This is also really handy 
when you want your wedding abroad, 
but does not want to get married by 
law over there. This option could 
disappear within a view years, 
because boroughs notice that this 
happens a lot, but take advantage of  
it while it lasts! 

IN  SHORT ,  YOU HAVE THREE  OPTIONS 
FOR YOUR CEREMONY: 
//  Get married at Town Hall with a 

designated official of  the borough
//  Choose your own ‘official wedding 

venue’ with an official from the 
borough or with a freelance 
official or ceremony speaker

//  Get a free ceremony by law and 
choose your own ceremony with 
no boundaries at your wedding, 
with or without a hired ceremony 
speaker 

WHO PERFORMS THE MARRIAGE? 
As we already explained, you have a 
few choices which concerns officials. 
There are more and more officials 
working independently and you can 
hire them to perform your ceremony. 
Besides that, there are ceremony 
speakers – they may not perform the 
marriage officially, but you can 
choose this option if  you want them 
to guide the ceremony during the 
wedding, besides the official one at 
City Hall. You’ll find several names 
in the back of  this book. 

The really good independent officials 
and ceremony speakers take their 
time to get to know you, hear your 
story, and even to speak the people 
around you. 

They process this into a ceremony 
you will never forget. People often 
underestimate the time of  this job. 

These people take their jobs incredi-
bly serious, and while their ceremony 
only takes an hour, they put a lot of  
time into it. They are capable of  get 
to know random people in a short 
amount of  time, to translate their love 
into words and to guide the couple 
with writing their vows. Some 
ceremony speakers guide the people 
who speech, helping with finding the 
right music and giving advice of  the 
right location and styling for the 
ceremony as well. They bring 
emotion and humor, and give space 
to the deeper layer we are looking for, 
while they never step into the 
spotlights. They are the heroes of  the 
day for us. Do us an incredible big 
favor, and reserve budget to book 
someone from our list. It will be one 
of  the best expenses you will make for 
your wedding. 

You can have your official ceremony 
for free or at least for cheap at Town 
Hall when you want to do whatever 
you like during the ceremony, so you 
can have a second one at the big day. 
Most people who marry abroad use 
this option, so there won’t be huge 
expenses for flying in an official. We 
believe a good official or ceremony 
speaker is worth the money, but when 
you have someone among your 
friends or family who is suitable for 
the job: go for it. Take it serious 
though, so the ceremony won’t be a 
fiasco because someone didn’t 
prepare for the job. Now you are 
completely responsible for what 
happens, so it’s  wisely to read into it 
and think everything through. 

PARTS OF THE CEREMONY 
A ceremony takes maximum sixty 
minutes, preferably shorter. It’s better 
to concentrate the content, than to 

church service is more important to 
you than a legal wedding, so that you 
can give priority to what means the 
most for you. 

OUTSIDE WEDDING 
A lot of  couples prefer to merry 
outside, and luckily there are a lot of  
locations which provides in this wish. 
Hopefully you have found a location 
which thinks along about the best 
location for the ceremony (and not 
only want to use a solid spot). Search 
your location with a good plan B in 
mind: is there an indoor location 
where it would beautiful too? There 
is always a possibility of  bad weather. 

Getting married outside is amazing, 
especially in Summer, but there are a 
few things you should keep in mind: 
The time: plan an outdoor ceremony 
not at the hottest moment of  the day, 
right in the sun. Everybody has to 
wear sunglasses, people got sun burn, 
and elderly guests have higher risk of  
fainting. That’s why it is best not to 
start before three o’ clock, but rather 
later.  

make everything detailed, which 
makes the guests (and yourself) get 
lost. Somewhere between thirty and 
forty minutes is perfect. Music is 
essential, this carries your ceremony. 
Before entering of  course, but also for 
the silent moments, like exchanging 
the rings, signing the certificate and 
leaving the location of  the ceremony. 
It is awkward when it remains silence 
and when no one dares to move while 
there is taking care of  the business 
side of  the ceremony. We prefer some 
nice music in the meantime. We 
would love to see a musician for this 
part, but it is also okay to make a 
playlist. Make sure there is someone 
with a good sense of  timing behind 
the switches! 

The vows are an essential part of  the 
ceremony, for the very simple reason: 
we want to hear from you why you 
are getting married. Guests like to 
hear what you admire in each other, 
why you choose to share your lives 
together. Nobody else could explain 
what you find cute, funny and 
beautiful from each other. Much 
more intense are the ceremonies 
where the groom and bride speak out 
their own vows. These are the 
moments everyone remember, 
because you will be sucked into it. 
It belongs rightfully in the list of  best 
moments of  the day. A ceremony 
speaker can help you write down 
your wedding vows. 

Ceremony speakers bring emotion 
and humor, and give space to a 
deeper layer where we are looking 
for. For us, they are the heroes of  the 
day. 

We already talked briefly about the 
speeches during the ceremony. In the 

base, you have a piece where the 
official or ceremony speaker speaks 
about you, a few guests who speech, 
saying yes with the vows, exchanging 
the rings and the kiss. After that, you 
have to sign the certificate when it’s 
the moment of  your official cere-
mony. 

THE REALLY GOOD  
INDEPENDENT OFF IC IALS 
AND CEREMONY SPEAKERS 
TAKE  THEIR  T IME TO GET  
TO KNOW YOU,  HEAR YOUR 
STORY,  AND EVEN TO SPEAK 
THE PEOPLE  AROUND YOU. 

Think together about what is 
important to you and has to be said 
and done at the ceremony, and what 
you might want to add. Perhaps you 
want to invite a musician to play a 
couple of  songs. Or is there someone 
among your friends and family who 
can sing, or perhaps read some 
poetry? This kind of  elements add 
much to the experience, and is a tip 
to add to the lineup of  the ceremony! 

CHURCH 
We advise to make a choice between 
a legal or an ecclesiastical wedding 
on the wedding day for everyone who 
wants to get married in church too. 
It is quite hard to focus when there 
are two important moments. You 
always have to choose which get the 
most attention, both in the preparati-
ons as the day itself. Besides that, it is 
practically less convenient to do both 
at one day, this way you will make the 
day busier and much longer. Get 
married at a weekday by law when a 
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// CITY LOVE

01
ROMANCE IS NOT ALWAYS SOFT. IT IS ALSO 

FIND EACH OTHER IN WHAT YOU LIKE, AND IN WHAT 
YOU ABSOLUTELY DISLIKE. SARAH AND JENSON ARE CRAZY 

OF NEW YORK, AT THE VIBE OF A METROPOLIS. 
THEY LOVE GOOD FOOD IN A CASUAL ATMOSPHERE

 – ESPECIALLY NOT CHIC OR STIFFLY. UNTIL RECENTLY,
 A WEDDING WAS NOT SOMETHING WHERE THEY 

THOUGHT ABOUT, AND GETTING MARRIED WAS NOT 
REALLY THEIR THING. HOW DO YOU CREATE A CELEBRATION 

WHICH NOT FEELS LIKE A TYPICAL WEDDING THAN? 
CELEBRATING LOVE IS POSSIBLE IN EVERY FORM 

– SO ALSO AT AN INDOOR GARDEN IN A NEW YORK STYLE 
RESTAURANT WITH JUST A FEW GUESTS. 

WEDDING 
PROFILE

1. WHERE
 INTERNAL :  CENTRE OF  A  B IG  CITY 
 
2. WHEN
 SPRING/AUTUMN

3. WITH WHOM
 INTIMATE  (<25)

4. KEYWORDS
 GRAFF IT I ,  NEW YORK,  MODERN CLASSICS ,  COOL ,  LOTS OF  FOOD 
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